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Abstract 

 

This study applies the conceptual metaphor theory developed by Lakoff and Johnson 

(1980) and provides a comparative analysis of LANGUAGE IS A FLUID metaphor in 

Japanese and English by focusing on one of their constituents: verbs. Since the claim was 

made by Nomura (1996) that Japanese tends to conceptualize language as a fluid whereas 

English tends to do so as a solid, several counterarguments have been published indicating 

that English has similar expressions in which language is regarded as fluid. However, the 

comparison of each equivalent verb has not been provided. To fill this gap, I conducted 

this investigation to examine whether equivalent verbs in English can be used in a similar 

way as Japanese. The usage examples have been assembled from dictionaries, corpus 

analysis, and internet searches. This research showed that differences are more noticeable 

under close examination. Even though the original meanings of equivalent verbs are 

similar, when these verbs are employed in language communication, their meanings can 

differ across two languages. This result shows that Japanese and English seem to share 

the same concept at a generic level, but their metaphorical expressions vary when 

considered carefully. 

 

I would like to express my sincere thanks to Yuki Minamisawa for generously 

providing me with the Japanese references which are unavailable in Iceland. I would also 

like to appreciate my friends who have given generous support and warm encouragement. 
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1 Introduction 

This study investigates Japanese verbs which constitute the LANGUAGE IS A FLUID 

metaphor (Nomura, 1996) within conceptual metaphor theory (Lakoff and Johnson, 1980). 

Since the time of Aristotle, metaphors have been studied in multiple disciplines. 

Classical language theories have historically regarded metaphor as a matter of language, 

not thought. Contrary to this traditional view of metaphor, in Metaphors We Live By, 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980) propose conceptual metaphor theory where metaphors are 

fundamentally conceptual rather than linguistic in nature. In conceptual metaphor theory, 

metaphors are closely related to the human cognitive system and conceptual structure, as 

they are pervasive in thought, act, and everyday life. In cognitive linguistics, metaphors 

are defined as understanding one abstract concept in terms of another more concrete 

concept.  

One such abstract concept is language. Many scholars have studied this subject. 

Nomura (1996) claimed the Japanese tend to conceptualize language as a fluid and 

proposed the existence of the LANGUAGE IS A FLUID metaphor (hereafter, the FLUID 

metaphor). He categorized relevant metaphorical expressions into four facets: the 

production of words, fluency, intelligibility, and the reception of words. 

Counterarguments have been made regarding the four categories. Tsujimoto (2004) and 

Omori (2004) argued that English has similar expressions which fall under these 

categories. Oishi (2006) indicated that Japanese has various expressions which employ a 

solid entity to conceptualize language. Moreover, Suzuki (2009, 2011) conducted corpus 

analyses in Japanese and English. The results of the analyses show little difference in the 

number of variations of the FLUID metaphor in the two languages, but a big difference 

in usage frequency; Japanese has a higher score than English. 

Overall, Nomura’s claims regarding the FLUID metaphor are reasonable from a 

daily life perspective; as a Japanese native speaker, I am aware that the FLUID metaphors 

are common in Japanese language usage. My frequent attempts to translate those 

metaphorical expressions from Japanese to English by means of a literal strategy have 

been unsuccessful. In the vast majority of cases, Japanese FLUID metaphors are not 

related to a fluid in their English translations. However, the afore-mentioned studies 
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demonstrated that English has similar expressions of the FLUID metaphors for language 

communication. This might be caused by the difference in frequency of use (Suzuki, 2009, 

2011). Nevertheless, a comparison of verbs across these two languages relating to the 

FLUID metaphor has not been conducted, leaving a gap in academic research. Thus, the 

aim of this paper is to analyze these verbs in the target domain of language, inspect 

selected verbs in Japanese and their equivalents in English, note their similarities and 

differences, and thereby establish the groundwork for future in-depth analysis. 

Chapter one consists of this introduction. In chapter two, I clarify conceptual 

metaphor theory and provide an overview of previous studies on the conceptualization of 

language as a fluid in Japanese and introduces the FLUID metaphors with common 

examples in Japanese and English. Chapter three presents a table of the selected Japanese 

verbs and provides a comparative analysis of the FLUID metaphors in Japanese and 

English, focusing on the listed 26 verbs with cursory analysis of how these verbs are 

employed to conceptualize language. These are divided into the four categories proposed 

by Nomura: the production of words, fluency, intelligibility, and the reception of words. 

In chapter four, I provide a conclusion. 

In a broad sense, Japanese and English seem to share the same concept of 

conceptualization of language as a fluid. However, closer analysis demonstrates that 

comparisons of specific minor cases reveal distinct differences in metaphorical 

expression of both languages. 
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2 Previous studies  

2.1. Conceptual metaphor 

Metaphor is a figure of speech that directly compares two things in order to describe a 

certain aspect of one thing by using another. The concept of metaphor is best described 

via example; Shakespeare often employed metaphor, such as the famous lines, “But love 

is blind” (The Merchant of Venice) and “My bounty is as boundless as the sea, My love 

as deep” (Romeo and Juliet). The latter example is categorized as a simile in traditional 

literary studies. The primary feature that distinguishes metaphors from its simile sub-type 

is that a simile compares two things by means of a connecting word such as like and as. 

These metaphorical expressions cannot be understood literally because the things being 

compared are still starkly different while sharing certain similarities. A literal 

interpretation of the metaphorical expression, “But love is blind,” is not possible, since 

love is an abstract concept which has no physical eyes to become blind. Metaphors are 

typically regarded as a rhetorical device which is rendered by a poet or a novelist and, 

hence, is often considered to be different from ordinary everyday language. Therefore, 

most people think that metaphorical expressions have nothing to do with everyday 

language and that they do well without metaphors (Lakoff, 1993, p. 202).   

Contrary to the traditional view of metaphors, Lakoff and Johnson (1980) argued 

that metaphors are not a matter of language but a matter of thought and action, and the 

human conceptual system is essentially metaphorical (p. 3). They believe that people use 

metaphorical expressions unconsciously, despite the fact that “metaphor is an integral 

part of our ordinary everyday thought and language” (Lakoff & Turner, 1989). Regardless 

of individuals’ awareness, metaphorical expressions reflect the way people comprehend 

their surroundings.  

A few examples of how metaphor reflects the way a person understands their 

environment can be seen in Kövecses (2010, p. 3): “He’s without direction in life,” “I’m 

where I want to be in life,”  “I’m at a crossroads in my life,” “She’ll go places in life,” 

“He’s never let anyone get in his way,” “She’s gone through a lot in life.” These phrases 

exemplify individuals describing life in the same manner as a journey. In this way, the 
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concrete concepts of a journey are employed to understand the more abstract concept of 

life. 

According to the ground-breaking research by Lakoff and Johnson (1980), the 

theory of conceptual metaphor is defined as a systematic mapping between different 

conceptual domains. The correspondence of two conceptual domains is stated in the 

formula for conceptual metaphor, “CONCEPTUAL DOMAIN A IS CONCEPTUAL 

DOMAIN B” (Kövecses, 2010, p. 4). This formula shows the relation between a concrete 

metaphor and an abstract concept: the abstractness of the reference in the target domain 

to which the metaphor applies is inversely related to the concreteness of the reference in 

the source domain from which the metaphorical expressions are drawn. In most cases, 

source and target domains are not reversible. For further clarification, the afore-

mentioned LIFE IS A JOURNEY metaphor is used as an example to illustrate the 

mapping in Table 1 below. 

Table 1: Metaphorical mappings of LIFE IS A JOURNEY 

(Lakoff & Turner, 1989, p. 3, 4) 

Source domain: Journey  Target domain: Life 

Traveler → The person leading a life 

Destinations → His purposes 

Routes → The means for achieving purposes 

Impediments to travel → Difficulties in life 

Guides → Counselors 

The distance traveled → Progress 

Landmarks → Things you gauge your progress 

Crossroads → Choices in life 

Provisions → Material resources and talents 
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A journey is a concept which most people experience. This kind of bodily 

experiences is often employed in metaphors. 

In addition to bodily experiences, culture is also an important factor for metaphor. 

Universality and cross-cultural differences of conceptual metaphor have been examined 

through comparative studies of conceptual metaphor between languages. Kövecses 

(2005) mentioned that some conceptual metaphors can be found in some languages, and 

that they might be universal. On the other hand, it can be expected that conceptual 

metaphors vary across languages and cultures (Kövecses, 2005, p. 67). Conceptual 

metaphors have cultural variations because cognition is influenced by the natural, 

physical and cultural environments. Even in the case that some metaphors in several 

cultures show similarity at a generic level, significant differences in those metaphors have 

been found when interrogated thoroughly (Kövecses, 2010, p.218).  

It is necessary to distinguish conceptual metaphors from metaphorical linguistic 

expressions. Conceptual metaphors, being the elements in metaphorical mappings, form 

the basis of metaphorical linguistic expressions. Conceptual metaphors are manifested 

and realized into the metaphorical linguistic expressions in the form of linguistic phrases. 

In accordance with the convention of cognitive linguistics, conceptual metaphors are 

written in capital letters. In the preceding examples, LIFE IS A JOURNEY is a conceptual 

metaphor, and “I’m at a crossroads in my life” is a metaphorical linguistic expression. 

 

2.2 Previous studies on the fluid metaphor 

In conceptual metaphor theory, various cross-lingual studies have been conducted. 

Analyses of conceptual metaphor in Japanese and English have also been done 

extensively. Interesting research studies by Nomura (1996, 2002) focused on languages 

as the target domain of the FLUID metaphor. 

The research of the FLUID metaphor in the target domain of language is dating 

back to Reddy’s analysis of the “conduit metaphor” (1979) which provided the 

framework for the development of conceptual metaphor theory by Lakoff and Johnson. 

Reddy theorized that a language is an exchange of information, with words being 
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containers of meaning. Reddy believed that the speaker sends information in a package 

of words to be received by the listeners to extract the content. For instance, “Try to pack 

more thoughts into fewer words.” However, this kind of expression is not common in 

Japanese. Nomura supported the idea that Japanese tends to regard communication as an 

exchange of a fluid, which is partly manifested through the practice of using fluid motion 

verbs for actions of communication. According to the different aspects of communication, 

these expressions are classified into four sub-metaphors: 1. The production of words is 

the letting out of a fluid, 2. Fluency of speech is the speed of flow of a fluid, 3. 

Intelligibility of words is the transparency of a fluid, and 4. The reception of words is the 

taking in of a fluid. Nomura’s research argued that Japanese and English use different 

metaphors to conceptualize language. Whereas English tends to describe language as a 

solid entity (individuum), Japanese has a strong tendency to describe language 

communication as a fluid entity (continuum). He suggested that the FLUID metaphor can 

be used to describe Japanese language patterns.   

Since the Nomura’s claim was published in 1996, many scholars have examined 

the notion and provided further comparison analysis between Japanese and English. 

Opposing opinions have been published. Omori (2004) illustrated various FLUID 

metaphors both in Japanese and English and indicated the need for further investigation. 

In the same year, Tsujimoto cited similar English expressions belonging to each of the 

four categories and determined that English also employs the FLUID metaphors to 

describe communication. From a different angle, Oishi (2006) argued that Japanese uses 

the metaphor of a solid entity to conceptualize language in a manner similar to English. 

Furthermore, Suzuki (2009, 2011) analyzed corpora in both languages to find the FLUID 

metaphors and counted their type and usage frequency. The resulting data showed no 

significant difference in the total number of variations, although Japanese was found to 

have a higher token frequency than English (Suzuki, 2009, 2011). Based on these 

discussions, Han (2014) classified Japanese verbs which constitute the FLUID metaphors. 

His list was made in order to examine the difference between these verbs in Chinese and 

Japanese; however, Han’s work provides a useful summary of the body of research on 

Japanese verbs in the FLUID metaphors. 
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To clarify the focal point of previous studies, it is important to examine various 

examples of the FLUID metaphor in Japanese and English.  

The FLUID metaphor is a conceptual metaphor whose source domain is a fluid. 

The term fluid can be used for both liquid and gas entities, but this study regards water as 

a prototype of fluid in relation to the FLUID metaphor. Water is considered as a prototype 

because natural surroundings contain water resources such as oceans, rivers, and lakes. 

In addition, Nabeshima (2011) mentioned that water is essential for human life and, 

therefore, through the exposure to water in our daily life, its properties are immediately 

relatable (p. 134), such as being constantly changing, transparent or turbid, not always 

controllable, and free-flowing. It is not surprising that the properties of water are 

commonly used in metaphors to explain an abstract concept. There are different target 

domains of the FLUID metaphor. However, in this study, the FLUID metaphor refers to 

one with a target of language.  

The FLUID metaphor portrays a certain aspect of language communication like 

the following example, “The words pour out from him in a corrosive spate” (Tsujimoto, 

2004, p.254). The phrasal verb pour out is used to describe the utterance, as if words are 

a fluid form of substance which coming out from his body being its container. This 

metaphorical expression is a combination of the FLUID metaphor and the CONTAINER 

metaphor. The CONTAINER metaphor describes a concept which has an inside and an 

outside and can hold something else. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) mentioned that human 

beings are containers with a boundary of the skin surface which distinguishes between 

inner and outer parts. Therefore, people consider their surroundings as outside of their 

body (p. 29). Nabeshima (2011) indicated that words are often described based on a 

container because words seem to be considered to come out from the human body as a 

container (p. 145).  

 Here is another common example: “He speaks English fluently”. The word fluent 

has its roots in Latin, and its original meaning is flow, implying the motion of a stream. 

As shown by this example, the fluency of the language is described by the speed of the 

flow. In conceptual metaphor theory, the source domain is a fluid, presumably water, and 

the target domain is a language. A feature of water fluidity is mapped onto a certain aspect 
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of language. When speech is expressed with ease, it is described as water flowing 

smoothly. 

Japanese has a similar expression: ryūchō-ni hanasu (speak fluently). A Japanese 

nominal adjective ryūchō-na means “uttering smoothly without stagnation (hesitation)”. 

However, Japanese has another metaphorical expression to illustrate the same meaning: 

yodomi-naku hanasu (speak fluently). The Japanese negative adverb yodomi-naku means 

“flowing smoothly without stagnation”. The original verb yodomu means “to stagnate”. 

Naku is a negative auxiliary verb which negates the meaning of a verb. This example 

shows a difference between the two languages; English does not have a similar negative 

adverb to yodomi-naku. According to the Progressive English-Japanese Dictionary, 

fluently is displayed as a first result followed by “without hesitation” and “without 

faltering”. Therefore, the word fluently is a translation for both ryūchō-na and yodomi-

naku.  

As the above analysis evidences, many Japanese verbs work as integral 

components of the FLUID metaphor. These verbs describe the movements or properties 

of fluids. In previous studies, much attention has been paid to find similar expressions in 

English that fit Nomura’s four categories. A comparative analysis of each verb in the 

FLUID metaphor in both languages has not been provided. This discrepancy 

demonstrates that there is room for further investigation. The purpose of this study is to 

analyze these verbs which comprise the FLUID metaphor in comparison with the 

equivalent verbs in English. 
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3 Comparative analysis 

This chapter illustrates actual linguistic expressions of the LANGUAGE IS A FLUID 

metaphor with relation to the selected 26 Japanese verbs.  

I created an edited version of a table created by Han (2014) listing Japanese verbs 

in the FLUID metaphors. The metaphorical usage of verbs has been examined mainly by 

referring to Digital Daijisen. Main points of modification are as follows; tarenagasu 

(discharge) is replaced with tareru (drip), shintō suru (penetrate) has been changed from 

the reception of words category to production of words because its meaning is similar to 

spread, and fuku (emit), funsha suru (shoot), suu (suck), and tsugikomu (pour into) were 

removed as no identifiable related metaphorical expressions were found. The revised list 

of verbs was then classified according to Nomura’s four categories: 1. The production of 

words is the letting out of a fluid, 2. Fluency of speech is the speed of flow of a fluid, 3. 

Intelligibility of words is the transparency of a fluid, and 4. The reception of words is the 

taking in of a fluid. 

Table 2: Japanese Verbs in the LANGUAGE IS A FLUID Metaphor 

Category Verb 

1 Production of 
words 

Afureru (overflow) 
Abiseru (douse(vt)) 
Kakeru (splash) 
Kobosu (spill(vt)) 
Koboreru (spill(vi))  

Shiboru (squeeze) 
Shintō suru (penetrate) 
Tareru (drip) 
Nagasu (let flow) 
Nagareru (flow) 

Hineri-dasu (turn-
let out) 
Morasu (leak(vt)) 
Moreru (leak(vi)) 
Waku (well up) 

2 Fluency 
Hotobashiru (gush 
out) 

Yodomu (stagnate)  

3 Intelligibility Sumu (become clear) Nigosu (make turbid) 
Nigoru (become 
turbid) 

4 Reception of 
words 

Abiru (douse 
oneself) 
Kyūshū suru (absorb)  

Kumu (draw (water)) 
Shimiru (soak) 
Nagasu (let flow) 

Nomu (drink) 
Morasu (leak) 
 

 

The verbs discussed in this study include compound verbs which have the selected 

verb as one of their constituents and are classified as the verbs in the FLUID metaphors. 

For instance, the section of nagasu (let flow) includes kaki-nagasu (write-let flow) as well. 

Some of the verbs in Japanese also have the same meaning in terms of action, but one is 
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a transitive verb and another is an intransitive verb. To distinguish between the two types, 

the symbol (vt) is used to signify a transitive verb and (vi) for an intransitive verb. 

This table only lists verbs which can be employed for language communication 

and does not include those which collocate sounds, thoughts, and feelings. Moreover, 

Nomura (2002) cited rare examples with nijimi-komu (soak into) and tsugi-komu (pour 

into) which are excluded as no other usage examples have been found in corpus or Google 

search. In addition, this study focuses on the investigation of equivalent verbs. For this 

purpose, water-related verb phrases are excluded such as Waruguchi no ame-o furaseru 

(rain bad mouths on someone) and Tateitai-ni mizu-o nagasu youna (like pouring water 

down an upright board = very fluently). 

With regards to Japanese meanings, I consulted Digital Daijisen (hereafter: DD) 

and searched for examples of use in KOTONOHA (BCCWJ: Balanced Corpus of 

Contemporary Written Japanese). Meanwhile, English meanings are based on Genius 

English-Japanese Dictionary (hereafter: GEJD), Progressive English-Japanese Dictionary 

(hereafter: PEJD), and Oxford Advanced Learner’s Dictionary (hereafter: OALD), and 

usage examples are cited mainly from British National Corpus (BNC), complementary 

the above-mentioned dictionaries and online English dictionaries such as Cambridge 

Dictionary (hereafter: CD) and the Oxford Dictionary of English (hereafter: ODE).  

English metaphorical expressions are categorized under the Japanese equivalent 

verb. Occasionally, the same English verbs appear in different categories and sections.  

 

3.1 The production of words is the letting out of a fluid 

Nomura (1996, 2002) mentioned that sounds and voices are often conceptualized as a 

fluid in Japanese. As words are usually associated with voices, the utterance is also 

regarded as discharging a fluid. In addition to this, written text can be expressed as fluid 

as well. 
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3.1.1 Afureru (overflow) 

Afureru describes the situation where the water level increases so much that it comes out 

of the container. Its direct subjects are usually fluid and a mass noun such as water or a 

crowd of people. But, in the following examples, “cheer”, “laughter”, and “information” 

are subjects of this verb. 

 

(1)  a. waraigoe-ga     afureru1 

laughter-NOM overflow2 

“overflowing with laughter”3 (Oishi, 2006, p. 279) 

b. jōhō-ga                   afureru 

information-NOM  overflow 

“information is abundant” (Oishi, 2006, p. 278) 

c. Fincara cried, and her laughter overflowed. (Alison Rush, Adam’s Paradise) 

 

The usage of (1a) can be seen in English expressions (1c). In (1b), information is 

conceptualized as a fluid. Oishi (2006) noted that when vaguely delineated entities are 

moving, they are often conceptualized as flowing water (p. 278). English has a similar 

expression, “information overflow,” also known as “information overload,” which 

implies the difficulty to decide when too much information is available. 

 
1 The Japanese verbs and English verbs which are used metaphorically are written in boldface in 

the example sentences. 

2 The abbreviations in interlinear gloss represent as follows: ACC = accusative, COMP = 

complementizer, GEN = genitive, LOC = locative, NEG = negation, negative, NOM = 
nominative, PROG = progressive, TOP = topic. 

3 I added English translations in the case that the source (usage example) only written in 
Japanese. 
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3.1.2 Abiseru (douse(vt)) 

Abiseru can be translated as “douse”, “shower”, or “pour”, but the main concept is to 

make somebody or something wet by throwing water on them. This action of water 

throwing is used to express to give someone criticisms, questions, or praise intensively. 

 

(2)  a. basei-o          / shinratsuna kotoba-o abiseru 

booing-ACC / biting words-ACC     douse (vt)  

“boo (someone) / shower (someone) with biting remarks” (Nomura, 1996, p. 7, 9) 

b. shitsumon-o    abiseru 

question-ACC douse (vt) 

“shower questions (on somebody)” (DD) 

c. “Burabō, burabō” to shōsan-no koe-o abiseta 

“Bravo, Bravo” COMP praise-GEN voice-ACC doused (vt) 

“‘Bravo, Bravo,’ they showered him with praise.” (Yano Akiko, Karumen oyoshi) 

d. Nationals fans shower Harper with boos during his return. (Sports Washington) 

e. [...], as he was showered with difficult questions about his qualifications to lead a 

computer company, [...]            (Computergram international) 

f. [...] but generally he was showered with praise.  

(Kathryn Tidrick, Empire and the English character) 

 

In the above-mentioned examples, “booing”, “biting remarks”, “questions”, and 

“praise” are objects of abiseru (douse(vt)). English expressions (2d, e, f) correspond to 

(2a, b, c). 
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3.1.3 Kakeru (splash) 

Kakeru has a lot of meanings and can take various objects such as fluid entity, solid entity, 

and continuum. For this reason, when it collocates with words or voice, the interpretation 

could affect whether this expression can be regarded as the FLUID metaphor. 

 

(3)  a. kotoba-o      kakeru 

words-ACC splash 

“speak (to someone)” (DD) 

b. koe-o          kakeru 

voice-ACC splash 

“call / invite / cheer (someone)” (DD) 

c. Several newspapers splashed colour pictures of the star across their front pages. 

(CD) 

 

In (3a, b), there seems to be a meaning of kind consideration. On this matter, 

Nabeshima (2011) deduced that kakeru (splash) might be associated with affection 

because yasashī kotoba-o kakeru (give kind words) seems to have more acceptability than 

kibishī kotoba-o kakeru (give harsh words) (p. 146). As can be seen in (3c), splash means 

“to print in a very noticeable way”. On the other hand, kakeru (splash) does not carry this 

meaning.  

 

3.1.4 Kobosu (spill(vt)) 

Kobosu means “to let contents out with overturning or tipping up a container by mistake”. 

Words can be one of those contents described by this verb. 
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(4)  a. fuman-no           kotoba-o      / guchi-o              kobosu 

complaint-GEN words-ACC / complaint-ACC spill (vt) 

“make a complaint / grumble, complain” (Nomura, 1996, p. 9) 

b. Tarō-wa    Jirō-ga      urusai to         kobosu. 

Taro-TOP Jiro-NOM noisy COMP spill (vt) 

“Taro complains that Jiro is noisy.” (Nomura, 1996, p. 10) 

c. spill a secret (the beans). (GEJD) 

d. spill one’s guts.  (GEJD) 

 

As for (4a), Nomura (1996) indicated that kobosu (spill (vt)) always takes a sort 

of complaint (fuhei, fuman, guchi) as its object. The meaning of kobosu (spill (vt)) is “to 

let out content which is supposed to be inside”. It might be influenced by Japanese culture 

where it is considered best to conceal complaints (p.9). This implies that, if a complaint 

comes out, it should happen by mistake or when it is beyond control. Expression in (4b) 

shows that kobosu (spill (vt)) and morasu (leak (vt)) can take quotation clause in the case 

that they function as speech verbs (p. 10). As shown above (4c, d) English has idioms 

with similar meanings. But unlike in English, kobosu (spill (vt)) is not really associated 

with secrets in Japanese. Instead, morasu (leak (vt)) is commonly used for secrets. 

 

3.1.5 Koboreru (spill(vi)) 

Koboreru is an intransitive verb. Like kobosu (spill (vt)), koboreru (spill (vi)) takes a 

complaint as its subject. 

 

(5)  a. fuman-no           kotoba-ga     / guchi-ga              koboreru 
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complaint-GEN words-NOM / complaint-NOM spill (vi) 

“words of complaint escape” (Nomura, 1996, p. 9) 

b. kotoba-ga / koe-ga            koboreru 

word-NOM / voice-NOM spill (vi) 

“words / voices escape (from one’s lips)” (DD) 

c. Polly clamped her lips together so the words didn’t spill out. 

  (Tsujimoto, 2004, p. 254) 

d. She was amazed to find words spilling out on the paper.  (Tsujimoto, 2004, p. 254) 

 

Regarding the expression in (5a), it seems to be more passive than the example of 

kobosu (spill (vt)) (4a). Considering that the subject is the complaint, it appears as if words 

come out automatically without human intervention. In (5b), words and voices are 

regarded as a fluid which spills out from one’s lips. For this sense, English has a similar 

example (5c). In (5d), spill out is used for written language, whereas koboreru (spill (vi)) 

cannot take written text as its subject. 

 

3.1.6 Shiboru (squeeze) 

This section illustrates two verbs, shiboru (squeeze) and shibori-dasu (squeeze out). Both 

verbs are associated with a fluid entity on account of expressions like squeezing juice out 

of an orange or toothpaste from a tube. These verbs describe giving pressure on a 

container so that fluid contents come out. 

 

(6)  a. koe-o          shiboru / shibori-dasu 

voice-ACC squeeze / squeeze out 

“strain one’s voice / speak in a forced whisper” (DD / Nomura, 1996, p. 7) 
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b. kotoba-o       shibori-dasu 

words-ACC  squeeze out 

“force out one’s words” (Nomura, 1996, p. 9) 

c. […], she would sit down and try to wring words out of the sleepy little boy at 

breakfast before he went off to school, [...]   (Penelope Gilliatt, What's It Like Out?) 

 

In (6a), two verbs describe different actions, whereas shiboru (squeeze) describes 

pressing throat in order to utter a voice, shibori-dasu (squeeze out) describes that the 

speaker struggles to let out his voice and finally manages to do so. Regarding expressions 

like (6a, b), Nabeshima (2011) assumed that there is a resistance of a container to extract 

words (p. 145), as shiboru (squeeze) means “to put in an effort to extract something which 

does not come out easily”. The English example (6c) expresses a similar sense to (6b) 

well. 

 

3.1.7 Shintō suru (penetrate) 

Shintō suru describes a fluid seeping into something. Another meaning is that thought, 

trend, or a new word spread all over something. 

 

(7) a. Nihon demo jibie ryōri-o tokui-to suru ryōrinin-wa ōku, jibie to iu kotoba mo shintō 

shitsutsu aru. 

Japan-LOC game dish-ACC skillfully cook-TOP many, game dish COMP say 

words also penetrate-PROG 

 “There are many cooks who specialize in gibier (wild game meat) even in Japan, 

the word gibier is also spreading.” 

(SARADA Tamako & TANI Atsuko, Resutoran no menyū) 

b. I was at the door before his words penetrated. (OALD) 
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c. He penetrates deeper into the artist’s life in the second volume of his 

autobiography.          (CD) 

 

The expression in (7a) depicts a new word is spreading along with the new concept. 

However, penetrate has other meanings of “being understood” (7b), and “to investigate 

something for understanding” (7c). As the expressions (7b, c) are classified into the 

reception of words section, this case indicates that equivalent verbs in English can 

describe different aspects of language communication. 

 

3.1.8 Tareru (drip) 

This section describes two verbs, tareru (drip) and tare-nagasu (discharge). Tareru (drip) 

describes water going along and falls little by little, or water drops fall. This downward 

movement applies to (8a) and also maps onto communication in a top-bottom direction 

(8b, c). Tare-nagasu (discharge) is a compound verb which consists of tareru (drip) and 

nagasu (let flow) and means “to excrete bodily wastes unconsciously”, or “to discharge 

wastewater untreated”. As this verb is always associated with excrement or dirt, it is 

usually used in a negative way to indicate a ceaseless annoyance to the people around 

them (8d, e). 

 

 (8)  a. monku-o           tareru 

complaint-ACC drip 

“complain” (DD) 

b. oshie-o         tareru  

lesson-ACC drip 

“teach (a person) a lesson” (DD) 

c. kōchō-ga           kunji-o                  tareta 
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principal-NOM instructions-ACC dripped  

“The principal gave the students instructions (in his address).” (PEJD) 

d. guchi-o              tare-nagasu 

complaint-ACC discharge 

“be incontinent of grumbling” (DD) 

e. Kono media-wa ippō-teki-ni jōhō-o tare-nagasu mono dehanai. 

this media-TOP unilaterally information-ACC discharge thing is-NEG 

 “This media is not something that discharges information unilateral.” 

(Tomita Michio, Pasokon Sōseiki) 

f. News is starting to trickle out. (OALD) 

g. She discharged every one of her pent-up emotions upon her husband. (GEJD) 

  

(8a) requires a negative argument because of tareru (drip); it seems unacceptable 

to place any positive word here. Also, (8d, e) have negative meanings because tare-

nagasu (discharge) requires dirty or negative words as its argument. The downward 

orientation can be seen in (8a, d, e), these expressions might be related to orientational 

metaphors. Lakoff and Johnson (1980) illustrated that orientational metaphors are 

organized based on our physical and cultural experience and, in large part, are related to 

spatial orientation (p. 14). Usually, the downward orientation implies negative things, 

BAD IS DOWN metaphor known as “Things are at an all-time low” (Lakoff & Johnson, 

1980, p. 16).  

However, expressions (8b, c) might be related to another characteristic of 

orientational metaphor which indicates a hierarchical relationship. HIGH STATUS IS UP 

and LOW STATUS IS DOWN metaphors indicate a top-bottom structure in society. 

People in the upper-class usually hold more power. Hence, the word up implies a high 

status (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 14). In (8b, c), it is assumed that a lesson is given by 
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a person at a higher social status than the person who listens to the lesson. These 

expressions might be based on a Japanese common belief that students should respect 

(look up to) their teachers. 

The expression in (8f) is an example of English phrasal verbs, word combinations 

of a verb and one or more prepositions. The meaning is changed with adding preposition; 

trickle out can express that information disseminates. On the other hand, it seems 

unacceptable to combine tareru (drip) and deru (go out). This might be caused by the fact 

that tareru (drip) involves a top-down movement and is less compatible with the 

horizontal direction. (8g) is an example of discharge being used for an utterance. 

 

3.1.9 Nagasu (let flow) 

Nagasu is a transitive verb that can be translated in several ways such as “pour out”, “let 

run”, “flush”, “shed”, “wash away”, and “float”. This verb can be a constituent of a 

compound verb like kaki-nagasu (write-let flow). Nomura (2002) annotated that the verbs 

nagasu (let flow) and nagareru (flow) can take both fluid and solid entities as their 

arguments. Examples include mizu-o nagasu (flush water) and hanabira-o kawa-ni 

nagasu (float flower petals down a river). Therefore, in (9a), the rumor might not be 

necessarily regarded as a fluid entity. However, with expressions such as uwasa-no 

minamoto (the source of the rumor), it is assumed that the entity of the rumor is regarded 

as a fluid (p. 40). The same applies to information (9b).  

 

(9)  a. uwasa-o       nagasu  

rumor-ACC let flow 

“spread a rumor” (Nomura, 1996, p. 10) 

b. jōhō-o                   nagasu 

information-ACC let flow 

“give out information” (DD) 
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c. bunshō-o          kaki-nagasu 

sentence-ACC write-let flow 

“dash off a sentence” (DD) 

d. I breathed, letting the words flow over me like water, taking emotion from them--

anger, reason, protest, placation, shrillness, growling--but no explicit meaning. 

(Diana Gabaldon, The Outlander Series Bundle: Books 5, 6, 7, and 8) 

e. First I pour out my thoughts on paper, and then I polish what I have written. 

 (PEJD) 

 

In (9a, b), nagasu (let flow) is used in the sense of propagating. For this sense, 

English usually uses spread for both rumor and information. However, English has an 

expression like (9d), in which let flow is used to express language. As (9c) shows, kaki-

nagasu (write-let flow) means “to write something without much thought”. This can be 

expressed as (9e) in English. 

 

3.1.10 Nagareru (flow) 

Nagareru is an intransitive verb which has many possible English translations such as 

“flow”, “trickle down”, “gush”, and “stream”. This section also describes nagare-deru 

(flow out). 

 

(10)  a. uwasa-ga       nagareru 

rumor-NOM flow 

“rumors go around” (DD) 

b. jōhō-ga                  nagareru 
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information-NOM flow  

“information spreads”  (DD) 

c. kotoba-ga    nagare-deru 

word-NOM flow-out 

“words flow out (from his lips)” (Nabeshima, 2011, p. 146) 

d. The words flowed out of her mouth like clear water springing from an exquisitely 

sculptured fountain. 

(Joseph Pio Asterita, The Quest for the Stone: An Adventure in Archeology and Past 

Lives) 

 

In (10a, b), the source of information is unknown. This action can be undertaken 

either intentionally or accidentally. Unlike moreru (leak (vi)), (10b) refers to information 

flow; it does not necessarily mean an information leak. As for (10c), English has a similar 

expression shown in (10d).  

 

3.1.11 Hineri-dasu (turn-let out) 

Hineri-dasu is a compound verb which consists of hineru (turn) and dasu (let out). This 

verb can be translated as “squeeze out”. Regarding expressions like (11a), Nomura (1996) 

mentioned: “The compound verb hineri-dasu (turn-let out) (…) might invoke the image 

of a faucet turning on and water coming out” (p.12). Moreover, hineru (turn) means “to 

compose a haiku, a Japanese verse form”. English, too, uses squeeze and squeeze out for 

producing text, these usages can be seen in the following examples. 

 

(11)  a. Dōshitemo, katsute no yōna nagareru ga gotoki meibun-o, pen-no saki-kara, 

hineri dasu koto-ga dekinai node aru. 
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absolutely, once as flowing like fine passage-ACC, pen-GEN point-from, 

squeeze out COMP-NOM cannot be  

“He just can’t squeeze out of his pen point flowing beautiful passages that he used 

to write.”    (Inoue Hisashi, Bun to fun as cited in Nomura, 1996, P.12) 

b. Squeeze 10 pages out of a small subject. (GEJD) 

c. […] a hundred-word masterpiece that it had taken three months to squeeze out 

of them?               (Nigel Williams, East of Wimbledon) 

 

(11a) is an example of conceptualization of written words as fluids. This 

expression might be based on another Japanese phrase: aidia o hineridasu (work out an 

idea). Here, the idea is considered to be a substance in the brain that one must squeeze 

out of the brain and which, eventually, comes out. English has similar expressions (11b, 

c). 

Interestingly, shibori-dasu (squeeze out) (see 3.1.6) is not used for written text. 

This verb might be more relevant to voices, and, accordingly, vocal organs such as the 

throat and the mouth. 

 

3.1.12 Morasu (leak (vt)) 

Morasu is a transitive verb and has multiple meanings including “to carelessly utter 

words”, “to reveal the secret information to someone”, or “to leave something unfinished 

carelessly”. This section also describes compound verbs, kaki-morasu (write-leak) and ii-

morasu (say-leak). 

 

(12)  a. kotoba-o      morasu 

words-ACC leak (vt) 

“utter words in spite of oneself” (Nomura, 1996, p. 9) 
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b. himitsu-o    / jōhō-o                   morasu  

secret-ACC / information-ACC leak (vt) 

“leak a secret / information” (DD) 

c. Tarō-wa    Jirō-ga      gan      dearu to    morasu 

Taro-TOP Jiro-NOM cancer be COMP leak (vt) 

“Taro confides that Jiro has cancer.” (Nomura, 1996, p. 10) 

d. orei-no          kotoba-o        kaki-morasu 

thanks-GEN word-ACC     write-leak 

“forget to write the word to thanks” (DD) 

e. ukkari            youken-o         ii-morasu 

inadvertently business-ACC say-leak 

“forget to say the main point”  (DD) 

f. ukkari            sono himitsu-o    ii-morassita 

inadvertently that  secret-ACC say-leaked 

“carelessly let the secret out” (PEJD) 

 

In several respects, morasu (leak (vt)) and kobosu (spill(vt)) are similar. This is 

seen in the (12a) example of careless utterance and (12c) demonstrate how morasu (leak 

(vt)) can take a quotation clause. Regarding (12b), English has a similar usage of leak.  

Morasu (leak (vt)) is used in the sense to forget to do something necessary (12d, 

e). As for (12d), kaki-morasu (write-leak) can be replaced with another compound verb 

kaki-otosu (write-drop). (12e, f) shows that ii-morasu (say-leak) has two different 

meanings. One is “to leave something unsaid” (12e), and another is “to leak a secret to a 
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person” (12f). The usages (12a, c, d, e, f) seem to be Japanese specific metaphorical 

expressions which cannot be found in English. 

 

3.1.13 Moreru (leak (vi)) 

Moreru is an intransitive verb and describes water coming out from a container because 

it is not closed tightly. The same applies to words as if words come out unintentionally if 

the mouth is not properly closed (13a). 

 

 (13)  a. kotoba-ga    kuchi kara    moreru 

words-ACC mouth-from leak (vi) 

“words escape one’s lips” (Nomura, 1996, p. 9) 

b. himitsu-ga    / jōhō-ga                  moreru 

secret-NOM / information-NOM leak (vi) 

“secret / information leaks out” (DD) 

c. Worrying stories leaked out.  (ODE) 

 

In (13b), the person who leaked secret or information is unknown. The English 

expression (13c) shows that leak out can be used for stories. 

 

3.1.14 Waku (well up) 

Waku describes the phenomenon where water springs out of the ground. Contrary to 

tareru (drip), waku (well up) describes the movement from bottom to top, from an 

underground source to the surface. Another orientational metaphor, GOOD IS UP, seen 

in examples such as “Things are looking up” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 16), appears to 
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relate to this verb. Although the upward movement is usually regarded as something 

positive, this verb is not always used in a positive sense. 

 

(14)  a. kannsei-ga   waku 

cheer-NOM well up 

“cheer arises” (Nomura, 1996, p. 8) 

b. kakuchi-de ōku-no hihan-ga waki agatte kimashita 

each place-LOC many-GEN criticism-NOM well up came 

“A great deal of criticism has welled up in various regions.” 

(Kenzen-na danjo kyōdō sankaku shakai-o mezasu kai, Nadeshiko tsūshin 

dai 20-gō) 

c. Nagusame nadode-wa naku, honki-no, kokoro-no soko-kara waite kita kotoba 

da to wakaru kara koso, odoroita 

comfort such-TOP NEG, serious, heart-GEN bottom-from well up came word is 

COMP understand because, surprised 

“He was surprised because he realized that it was not only words of comfort, but 

serious words welled up from the bottom of her heart.” 

(Fujiwara Mari, Himegamisama-ni negai-o) 

d. A general cheer welled up from the crowd, a sound of relief and excitement. 

(David Gaider, The Stolen Throne) 

e. Where had that criticism welled up from? 

(Karen Armstrong, Through the Narrow Gate) 

f. She didn’t know what to say, and then words welled up unstoppable.  

(Tsujimoto, 2004, p. 257) 
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The similar expression like (14a) can be seen in English (14d). (14b, e) are 

examples of usage in the negative sense. “Cheer” and “criticism” are applied in this sense 

as antonyms. The common factor is that they originate among people and gradually come 

to the surface (of the crowd). Both (14c, f) describe words as coming out from the human 

body. 

 

3.2 Fluency of speech is the speed of flow of a fluid 

As we have seen in the previous section (see 2.2), Japanese and English have similar 

expressions to compare fluency of speech to the speed of water flow, i.e.: “He speaks 

English fluently.” Interestingly, Tsujimoto (2004) indicated that, in English, fluent and 

fluently can be used for speaking, writing, and reading, as seen in the following examples: 

“I can still write it fluently,” and “He did not read fluently until he entered school” (p. 

255). In Japanese, ryūchō-na (fluently) describes a situation wherein words come out 

smoothly. This adjective is used for speaking and writing, but not for reading.  

 

3.2.1 Hotobashiru (gush out) 

Hotobashiru describes water flowing out suddenly in a powerful stream. Nomura (1996) 

noted that when hotobashiru (gush out) takes words as a subject, this verb indicates the 

intensity of an utterance (p. 11), as can be seen in (15a). 

 

 (15)  a. “Aa, akunin me! Omae koso hitogoroshi da. Nasake-o shiranu hito oni da.” 

Totsuzen, Ruriko-no kuchi-kara osoroshii kotoba-ga hotobashitta. 

“villain! you just murderer are. Compassion-NOM know-NEG human demon is” 

suddenly, Ruriko-GEN mouth-from horrible word-NOM spurted  

“‘Villain! Murderer, merciless devil.’ Suddenly, horrible words spurted from 

Ruriko’s mouth.” 
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(Edogawa Rampo, Hakuhatsuki as cited in Nomura, 1996, P.11) 

b. Words of excuses gushed out of her mouth. (GEJD) 

c. He could spout poetry for hours. (OALD) 

 

The expression in (15b) shows that gush can be used for words. (15c) shows that 

spout means “to speak a lot”. According to the corpus analysis by Suzuki (2009), unlike 

Japanese, English has various types of verbs in FLUID metaphors which express the 

speed of speech (p. 26). 

 

3.2.2 Yodomu (stagnate) 

Yodomu describes a state of non-movement in water. Usually, water is free-flowing, if 

not, something is not going well, since stagnant water is typically unsafe for drinking. 

This sense applies to speech action. This section explains two verbs, yodomu (stagnate) 

and a compound verb ii-yodomu (say-stagnate). 

 

(16)  a. yodomi-naku        hanasu 

stagnation-without speak  

“speak fluently” (Nomura, 1996, p. 14) 

b. ii niku-sō-ni kotoba-ga          yodomu 

hesitantly     words-NOM     stagnate 

“words are faltered hesitantly” (DD) 

c. Kanojo-ha kanjinna  koto-ni       naru       to         ii-yodonda 

she-TOP   important thing-LOC become COMP say-stagnated 

“She hesitated when she came to the main point” (PEJD) 
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(16a) is an example which we saw in the preceding section. The expression in 

(16b) means that words do not come out of one’s mouth smoothly, as if the words stagnate 

somewhere inside in someone’s throat or mouth. As for (16c), ii-yodomu (say stagnate) 

means “to hesitate to say”. It seems that stagnate is not used in a similar way.  

 

3.3 Intelligibility of words is the transparency of a fluid 

Pure water is transparent without color and clear water has low turbidity. When an object 

is submersed in water, we can visually perceive it. On the other hand, when water is 

muddy, we cannot see underwater. This feature is applied to the intelligibility of words. 

Nomura (1996) mentioned that muddy water implies “the difficulty of language 

understanding” and clear water relates “the ease of understanding”. These seem to be 

related to the UNDERSTANDING IS SEEING metaphor (p. 15). An example for this is 

“I see what you’re saying” (Lakoff & Johnson, 1980, p. 48). 

In addition, the Japanese noun seion (limpid sound) means a voiceless sound and 

dakuon (turbid sound) means a voiced sound. It seems the concept of limpid and turbid 

are involved with voice and sound in Japanese. 

 

3.3.1 Sumu (become clear) 

Sumu becomes a Japanese nominal adjective sunda. When this modifies voice, it means 

“a clear and resonant voice”. With regard to seion (a voiceless sound), there is a sentence; 

‘kagayaku’-wa furuku wa ‘kakayaku’-to sunde hatsuon shita (‘kagayaku (shining)’ was 

pronounced with a voiceless sound as ‘kakayaku’ in the old days) (Digital Daijisen). 

 

 (17)  a. “Kono ko-ga umareru mae-kara” kondo-wa otto-no hō-ga futoi sunda koe-de itta. 

“This child-NOM born before-since” this time-TOP husband-GEN dick clear 

voice-with said 
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 “‘Since before this child was born,’ said her husband in a strong clear voice.” 

(Miyamoto Teru, Miyamoto Teru zenshū dai 5-kan) 

b. His explanation was as clear as mud. (Tsujimoto, 2004, p. 255) 

c. He argues in his witty and limpid style for the reasonableness of ordinary 

experience.           (Tsujimoto, 2004, p. 255) 

 

English also uses a clear voice as in (17a). As can be seen in (17b, c), clear and 

limpid can be used for explanations and writing styles in English, but not in Japanese. 

 

3.3.2 Nigosu (make turbid) 

When nigosu is used for words, it means “to say or write something ambiguous”. 

 

(18)  a. kotoba-o      nigosu 

words-ACC make turbid 

“speak ambiguously” (Nomura, 1996, p. 16) 

b. The writers muddled the words ‘matriliny’ and ‘matriarchy’. 

(Tsujimoto, 2004, p. 255) 

c. Slow down a little—you’re muddling me. (OALD) 

 

In addition to (18a), there are similar expressions such as kuchi-o nigosu (speak 

ambiguously), gobi-o nigosu (mumble the end of one’s sentence), and henji-o nigosu 

(give a vague answer). In English expressions (18b, c), muddle means “to mix up things”, 

or “to confuse someone”. 
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3.3.3 Nigoru (become turbid) 

Nigoru becomes a nominal adjective nigotta which means “turbid”. Although unrelated 

to the intelligibility, in association with dakuon (a voiced sound), there is, nevertheless, 

the Japanese expression: kono ji-wa nigotte yomu (this character is read with a voiced 

sound) (Digital Daijisen). 

 

(19)  a. kare-wa  nigotta koe-de       hanashikakete kita. 

he-NOM turbid   word-with speak               came 

“He spoke with a turbid voice.” 

(Tsumoto Yo, Tsubaki to hanamizuki: Manjirō no shōgai) 

b. The prose is turbid, muddied by jargon. (Tsujimoto, 2004, p. 255) 

 

In (19a), a turbid voice indicates an indistinct voice. Like clear and limpid, (19b) 

shows that turbid and muddied can be used for written text in English and express the 

incomprehensibleness.  

 

3.4 The reception of words is the taking in of a fluid 

If language communication is considered as a fluid exchange, the speaker utters words as 

a fluid and the hearer receives them as a fluid. Japanese has several expressions about 

how to receive (or not receive) words. 

 

3.4.1 Abiru (douse oneself) 

Abiru can be translated as “pour water over oneself” or “douse oneself with water”.  

 

(19)  a. basei-o          / shinratsuna kotoba-o abiru 
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booing-ACC / biting words-ACC     be doused  

“be booed / be showered with biting remarks” (Nomura, 1996, p. 7, 18) 

b. kassai-o          abiru  

applause -ACC be doused  

“be showered with applause” (DD) 

 

Like abiseru (douse (vt)) (see 3.1.2), shower can be used for biting remarks as 

well as applause (19a, b). The expressions in (19a) illustrate an unwanted situation, on 

the other hand, (19b) is a favorable situation. It seems abiru (douse oneself) can be used 

in either a negative or positive manner. 

 

3.4.2 Kyūshū suru (absorb) 

Kyūshū suru describes a situation where an object takes in fluid from others. This verb 

also means “to understand”. 

 

 (21)  a. chishiki-o              kyūshū suru  

knowledge-ACC   absorb  

“absorb (soak up) information” (DD) 

b. You have to absorb Plato’s ideas a little at a time. (Reddy, 1979, p. 319) 

 

Both (21a, b) show that both kyūshū suru and absorb can be used for 

understanding in a similar way. 
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3.4.3 Kumu (draw (water)) 

Kumu can be translated in different ways, such as “draw”, “dip up”, and “scoop up”. 

Besides drawing water, kumu means “to guess” or “to take into consideration”. 

 

(22)  a. kotoba-o      kumu 

words-ACC draw 

“take someone’s words into consideration” (Nomura, 1996, p. 24) 

b. The paper had inside information and scooped all its rivals.  (OALD) 

c. dip into English history. (GEJD) 

d. I cannot fathom what you mean. (Omori, 2004, p. 205) 

 

Regarding (22a), English does not use equivalent verbs in a similar way. However, 

there is another possibility to describe this sense. In (22d), fathom refers “to the depth of 

the water and the inability to reach”, or “to guess someone’s intent”. This expression does 

not have a Japanese equivalent. Within the FLUID metaphors, Japanese and English have 

different expressions to describe the same sense. In this respect, Kövecses (2005) 

suggested that there is a different source for the same target in another language (p.70) 

English has more examples (22b, c). As for (22b), scoop means “to publish a news 

story before a rival reporter, newspaper, or broadcaster”. This expression rather belongs 

to the production of words. In (22c), dip into has a meaning of “reading, watching, or 

listening to small amounts of something such as a piece of writing or a program”.  

 

3.4.4 Shimiru (soak) 

Shimiru takes “feeling”, “thought” and “words” as its subject. In (23a), words are depicted 

as a fluid which is expelled from the speaker soak into the listener. 
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(23)  a. Kanojo-no kotoba-ga      kokoro-ni  shimiru 

she-GEN    words-NOM heart-LOC soak 

“Her words sink into my heart.” (Nomura, 1996, p. 18) 

b. He saw his own words sink deep into her mind like water into a secret thirst. 

(Tsujimoto, 2004, p. 256) 

 

Regarding (23b), sink in means “to become completely understood” in English. 

 

3.4.5 Nagasu (let flow) 

Nagasu is used for production of words (see 3.1.9) as well as reception of words. This 

section describes how this verb is used for hearing and reading, and relevant compound 

verbs such as uke-nagasu (receive-let flow), kiki-nagasu (hear-let flow), and yomi-nagasu 

(read-let flow). 

 

 (24)  a. ronteki-no         kōgeki-o      karuku nagasu 

opponent-GEN attack-ACC lightly  let flow 

“disregard an attack by his opponent of the argument.” (DD) 

b. Tarō-wa    Jirō-no     kotoba-o      kiki-nagasu / uke-nagasu. 

Taro-TOP Jiro-GEN words-ACC hear-let flow / receive-let flow 

“Taro lets Jiro’s words go in one ear and out the other.” (Nomura, 2002, p. 45) 

c. ratengo-no  shi-o            surasura-to yomi-nagashita 

Latin-GEN Poem-ACC smoothly    read-let flow 

“He read the Latin poem without stumbling (pausing).” (PEJD) 
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d. hon-o         yomi-nagasu 

book-ACC read-let flow 

“read a book inattentively, skim through a book” (Nomura, 1996, p. 18) 

 

As for (24a), nagasu (let flow) means “to divert from something” or “not to be 

fussy about the subject”. In (24b), two compound verbs carry the same meaning. Uke-

nagasu (receive-let flow) contains two movements, receive and let go. That is to say that 

the hearer does not listen to the message, but rather pretends to receive them. Kiki-nagasu 

(hear-let flow) also means “to pretend to listen”. (24c, d) shows that yomi-nagasu (read-

let flow) has two different meanings: one is “to read smoothly”, the other is “to skim 

through a book”. In (24c), nagasu (let flow) describes one’s ability to read smoothly; on 

the other hand, in (24d), the same verb is used for skimming.  

 

3.4.6 Nomu (drink) 

This section describes nomu (drink) and nomi-komu (swallow). The general meaning of 

both words is to convey food, drink, pills, etc. down one’s throat into one’s stomach. 

Besides the meaning of “taking in” (conveyance), there are several meanings such as 

“understand”, “accept”, and “bite back words”. Oishi (2006) mentioned that since both 

words can take a solid as an object, it is controversial if these verbs are restricted to, or 

belong to, verbs in the FLUID metaphors (p. 277). 

 

 (24)  a. kotoba-o      nomu 

words-ACC drink  

“choke up utterance” (DD) 

b. kotoba-o      nomi komu 

words-ACC swallow  
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“bite back, bite one’s tongue” (DD) 

c. He told her a pack of lies, but she swallowed it whole. (OALD) 

d. The eager listeners drank in his every word. (Tsujimoto, 2004, p. 256) 

 

In (24a), the speaker stops in the middle of a sentence because of being emotional 

or understanding their conversation partner’s emotion. (24b) means “to be patient not to 

utter words”, or “to manage to restrain words which are on the tip of my tongue”. Nomi-

komu (swallow) has a meaning of “understanding when its subject is a trick or a situation”. 

However, in terms of words, it does not mean “understanding”. 

As (24c) shows that swallow means “to accept without questioning”, while nomi-

komu (swallow) does not. For this sense, Japanese has an idiom, unomi-ni suru (gulp 

down), which is used in daily conversation. The original meaning of unomi is 

“swallowing whole”, which derives from the fact that u (cormorants) swallow fish whole 

without chewing. By combining unomi (swallowing whole) and suru (do), they compose 

a compound word. It seems that the chewing process is regarded as the understanding 

process as kamikudaku (crunch) means “to explain plainly”. Furthermore, (24d) shows 

that an English expression, drink in, means “to listen attentively to”, whereas Japanese 

does not have this kind of usage of nomu (drink).  

 

3.4.7 Morasu (leak (vt)) 

Morasu appeared in the previous section (see 3.1.12), but it can be also used for the 

reception of words. In this sense, morasu (leak (vt)) means “to miss capturing something” 

(26a) or “to leave some requirements out”. Moreover, when a negative auxiliary verb zu 

is added at the end of the verb, morasazu means “not to leak” (26b, c). Relevant 

compound verbs, kiki-morasu (hear-leak), yomi-morasu (read-leak), and more-kiku (leak-

hear), are also included in this section. 

 

(26)  a. daijina    tokoro-o   kiki-morasu 
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essential part-ACC hear-leak 

“miss the important part” (DD) 

b. hitokoto      morasazu     kiku 

single word leak-without hear 

“hear without missing a single word” (Nomura, 2002, p. 45) 

c. Ichiji           ikku               morasazuni  tenken shita. 

single letter single phrase leak-without inspected 

“(he) inspected word for word thoroughly (without leaking).” 

(Kato Yuzo, Kurofune Ihen: Perī no chōsen) 

d. hon-o         yomi-morasu 

book-ACC read-leak 

“miss the opportunity to read the book” (Nomura, 1996, p. 18) 

e. warui  uwasa-o       more-kiku 

bad     rumor-ACC leak-hear 

“overhear a nasty rumor” (DD) 

 

(26c) shows that this verb is also used for reading. For the meaning of (26d), yomi-

otosu (read-drop) can be used in the same way. As for (26e), it is thought that someone 

leaked information and the hearer received it. Therefore, more-kiku (leak-hear) means “to 

overhear” or “to know something by hearsay”. For this, Japanese has two similar 

compound verbs: more-kikoeru (leak-can hear) which means “to come to hear something 

from people”, and more-tsutawaru (leak-transmit) which means “to be transmitted or 

leaked”. English does not seem to have a similar usage of leak where the verb action is 

performed by the receiving person. 
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3.5 Data analysis and findings 

Through the comparative analysis, I found that there are more differences than similarities 

in the usage of verbs related to fluids between Japanese and English. In previous studies, 

Nomura (1996, 2002) indicated the following Japanese characteristics for these verbs that 

kobosu (spill (vt)) and morasu (leak (vt)) can take the quotation clause, and Japanese 

compound verbs which consist of a communication verb and a verb used in the FLUID 

metaphors. Also, Suzuki (2009) mentioned that phrasal verbs, word combinations of a 

verb and preposition, is an English characteristic which Japanese does not have. This 

section describes other differences that have not been discussed so far. 

In the category of the production of words (see 3.1), there are four cases in which 

English equivalent verbs are used in a similar way as in Japanese: afureru (overflow), 

abiseru (douse(vt)), hineri-dasu (turn-let out), and waku (well up). However, in several 

cases, English equivalent verbs describe different aspects of language communication. 

For example, kotoba-o kakeru means “to speak to someone”, while its equivalent splash 

means “to print in a very noticeable way”. Moreover, the English verb, spill, has the 

meaning of “revealing a secret”, whereas the Japanese equivalent, kobosu (spill (vt)), does 

not. In the section of shintō suru (penetrate), I found that the meaning of penetrate relates 

to the reception of words as it means “to understand”. 

The metaphorical usage of spill (vi) is used for written text; “She was amazed to 

find words spilling out on the paper”. Also, there is another expression to describe 

writing; “I pour out my thoughts on paper.” In this way, the usage of spill (vi) and pour 

out can be extended to written text by adding “on the paper” in English. 

The sections of tareru (drip) and waku (well up) indicated a relation to 

orientational metaphors. Regarding waku (well up), the relation to bottom-top orientation 

was found in equivalent verbs. However, drip does not have metaphorical expressions for 

language communication related to top-down orientation, whereas tareru (drip) seems to 

be involved with orientational metaphors. In fact, trickle out involves a horizontal 

direction, not top-down orientation, as it means gradually spreading. 
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In the fluency category (see 3.2), English has more options in the meaning of 

speed of speech than Japanese. However, stagnate cannot describe the sense of hesitation 

as yodomu (stagnate) does metaphorically. 

In the intelligibility category (see 3.3), it is revealed that sumu (become clear) and 

nigoru (become turbid) are apt to relate to voice and sounds including seion (a voiceless 

sound) and dakuon (a voiced sound). Equivalent words in English, however, can be used 

for not only voices but also written texts. Also, nigosu (make turbid) describes ambiguity 

in speaking and writing, whereas muddle is rather used for expressing confusion. 

In the category of the reception of words (see 3.4), the following verbs are similar 

cases: abiru (douse oneself), kyūshū suru (absorb), and shimiru (soak). In other cases, 

equivalent verbs hold different meanings or English employs other verbs to express 

similar meanings within the FLUID metaphor. For example, equivalent verbs in English 

for kumu (draw (water)) have other usages including scoop which means “to publish a 

news story before a rival” and dip into which means “to take a glance at something”. The 

former belongs to the production of words category. However, there is another possibility 

to express a similar sense described by kumu (draw (water)), with using fathom. The 

difference of meaning can be seen in the section of nomu (drink); while nomu (drink) 

means “to choke up an utterance”, drink in means “to listen attentively”. Also, I found 

that the chewing process seems to be necessary for understanding in Japanese because 

both nomu (drink) and nomi-komu (swallow) do not hold the meaning of understanding 

for words, whereas kamikudaku (crunch) means “to explain plainly”. With regards to 

nagasu (let flow) and morasu (leak (vt)), equivalent verbs in English are not used for the 

reception of words. For example, there is an equivalent use of leak from the perspective 

of the action of the information sender; “he leaked the rumor,” but not for the action of 

the rumor receiver. On the other hand, Japanese has a large variety of metaphorical 

expressions for these two verbs. 
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4 Conclusion 

Both Japanese and English have a wide variety of verbs that can be applied to the FLUID 

metaphor. There are cases in which the usage of equivalent verbs in Japanese and English 

is similar. However, the differences are more noticeable than the similarities across the 

two languages. 

Some Japanese expressions have no equivalent in English and vice versa. English 

has a large range of verbs in the FLUID metaphors. Occasionally, English has various 

possible translations for one Japanese verb. In such cases, equivalent verbs in English 

have the possibility to build different metaphorical expressions from Japanese ones. Also, 

I found a diversity of perspectives even for similar expressions. Some equivalent verbs in 

English are used to shed light on other aspects of language communication which differ 

from Japanese ones. There are cases where equivalent verbs in English have other 

meanings which belong to another category. In cases where equivalent verbs seem to be 

used similarly, metaphorical expressions can apply to a different aspect of language 

communication from each other. 

Overall, the result of this study supports Kövecses’s claim that metaphors vary at 

a specific level, although they seem to be similar at a generic level. 

I want to reiterate that the study research of the FLUID metaphor warrants 

attention from comparison linguistics. Findings based on data from everyday verbs in 

FLUID metaphors should be further investigated using naturally occurring expressions 

across a larger range of languages to determine a wider sense of cross-cultural patterns. 
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